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Abstract. We address the dynamic scheduling problem for discrete-state rest-
less bandits, where sequence-independent setup penalties (costs or delays) are in-
curred when starting work on a project. We reformulate such problems as restless
bandit problems without setup penalties, and then deploy the theory of marginal
productivity indices (MPIs) and partial conservation laws (PCLs) we have intro-
duced and developed in recent work, building on and extending previous work
by Gittins (1979) and Whittle (1988). As a result, we obtain new dynamic index
policies for scheduling restless bandits with setup penalties.
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1 Introduction
The restless bandit problem (RBP), in its basic version, concerns the optimal dynamic
allocation of effort to a collection of stochastic projects k ∈ K , {1, . . . ,K}. Project
k is modelled as a discrete-time Markov decision process (MDP), moving over the
finite state space Nk, and involving binary actions ak = 1 (work/active) or ak = 0
(rest/passive). Its dynamics are given by one-period state-transition probability matrices
pakk (ik, jk), and its one-period costs are given by state- and action-dependent cost rate
function hakk (ik). Costs are discounted over time at the geometric rate 0 < β < 1. We
denote by Xk(t) and ak(t) the project’s state and action at period t = 0, 1, . . .. The
state spaceNk is partitioned into the setN
{0,1}
k of controllable states, where there is an
effective choice of action, and the set N{0}k of uncontrollable states, where the passive
action must be taken.
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At each time period, at most one of the projects can be worked on, among those
occupying a controllable state. We thus have the sample-path service capacity constraint
∑
k∈K
ak(t) ≤ 1, t ≥ 0.
Actions are dynamically prescribed by adoption of a scheduling policy pi, chosen from
the classΠ of admissible policies, which are only required to be nonanticipative and to
satisfy the service capacity constraint.
The RBP is to find an admissible policy minimizing the expected total discounted
value of costs accrued over an infinite horizon:
min
pi∈Π
E
[ ∞∑
t=0
βth
ak(t)
k (Xk(t))
]
. (1)
Problem (1) has a great modelling power, yet in counterpart it is computationally
intractable (P -space hard; see [1]). Yet, the underlying assumption in problem (1) that it
is costless to switch between projects is not realistic in a variety of applications, where
such switching involving significant costs and/or delays. As a result, optimal or near-
optimal policies for problem (1) may involve a high frequency of switching which is not
acceptable in such applications. This fact motivates the research interest in extensions
of the RBP which incorporate switching penalties.
We focus in this paper on the case of positive sequence-independent setup costs.
Thus, we consider that the first period project k is worked on, a setup cost dk > 0
is incurred. In such setting, our goal is to design a well-grounded and tractable index
policy.
In such extended model, index policies are based on definition of an index νk : {0, 1}×
N
{0,1}
k → R, which is a real function of the project’s augmented state (a−k , ik). Here,
a−k represents the previous action taken at the project. The resulting index policy pre-
scribes to work at each time on the project with current larger index value, among those
occupying controllable states, if any. This raises the research issue of How to define and
construct well-grounded index functions for a restless bandit project?
A powerful approach to index design, introduced in [2], was extended in [3] and
recently developed in [4,5,6]. In short, such approach defines a marginal productivity
index (MPI), which has a sound economic interpretation, as it measures the marginal
productivity of work at every state. The MPI exists in models that satisfy the economic
law of diminishing marginal returns to effort. Hence, MPI-based resource allocation
policies seek to dynamically allocate a resource to its currently more productive use,
using the MPI as a proxy measure of the true marginal productivity of effort.
In [7], we deploy such approach to design and construct new dynamic MPI policies
for scheduling restless bandits with setup costs. The approach is further extended to
address the case of setup delays. Here we outline the approach and main results.
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2 Indexability and the MPI
2.1 Indexable projects
We review in this section the definition, interpretation and construction of the dis-
counted MPI, as it applies to a generic project k ∈ K. We now consider the subsys-
tem obtained by considering a generic class k in isolation. To reduce notational clutter,
the project label k is dropped in what follows. Thus, e.g. now Π denotes the space of
admissible service control policies for operating the class’ subsystem, prescribing the
action a(t) ∈ {0, 1} to be taken at each decision epoch.
To evaluate the value of costs incurred under a policy pi ∈ Π , when starting at state
i ∈ N , we use the discounted cost measure
fpi(i) , Epii
[ ∞∑
t=0
h(X(t))βt dt
]
.
We further evaluate the work expended, by the discounted work measure
gpi(i) , Epii
[ ∞∑
t=0
a(t)βt dt
]
,
To avoid technical issues arising from the choice of initial state, we consider this to
be drawn from a distribution having a positive probability mass function p(i) > 0 for
i ∈ N . We denote the resulting cost and work measures by fpi and gpi .
Suppose now that the server is paid a wage of ν e per unit work performed. We
will address the project’s ν-wage subproblem
min
pi∈Π
fpi + νgpi, (2)
which is to find an admissible policy minimizing the value of its holding and working
costs.
To solve problem (2), we postulate (and then establish) that its optimal policies are
of threshold type; namely, that there exists a state orderingm0,m1, . . . ,mn, with
N{0} = {m0} = {0} and N{0,1} = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn}, (3)
such that the policies prescribe to work when the project’ state lies “above” —relative
to such ordering— a threshold state, and to rest otherwise. We represent a threshold
policy by its active-state set. These are of the form
S(mi) ,
{
{mi+1, . . . ,mn} if 0 ≤ i < n
∅ if i = n. (4)
giving the nested active-state set family
F , {S(m0), S(m1), . . . , S(mn)} .
We will henceforth refer to such policies asF -policies, writing e.g. fS(i), gα,S(i).
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We next define a key property of the project based on the structure of optimal poli-
cies for problem (2) as the prevailing wage ν ∈ R varies. We say the project is F -
indexable (under the discounted criterion) if there exists an index ν∗ : N{0,1} → R
which is nondecreasing along the state ordering, i.e.
ν∗(m1) ≤ · · · ≤ ν∗(mn), (5)
such that, for any 0 < i < n, the S(mi)-active policy is optimal for problem (2) iff
ν∗(mi) ≤ ν ≤ ν∗(mi+1). We then term ν∗ the project’s discounted MPI.
When it exists, the MPI gives an intuitively appealing rule to solve problem (2):
it is optimal to work in a state i ∈ N{0,1} iff the latter’s MPI value does not exceed
the prevailing wage, i.e. ν(i) ≤ ν. This suggests, drawing on the economic theory
of resource allocation, that ν∗(i) must measure the marginal productivity of work at
state i. Such is indeed the case, as established in [6]. In that paper, we further prove
the result that the project is F -indexable iff it obeys the economic law of diminishing
marginal returns (to work), consistently withF -policies. Namely, if one considers the
achievable work-cost performance region spanned by points (gpi, fpi) as pi ranges over
Π , its lower boundary (efficient frontier) is the piecewise linear and convex function
obtained by linear interpolation on points (gS(mi), fS(mi)), for i ∈ N . The discounted
MPI thus has the evaluation
ν∗(mi) =
fS(mi) − fS(mi−1)
gS(mi−1) − g(mi) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (6)
2.2 PCL-indexability conditions and MPI calculation
We will not discuss here the PCL framework. For our present purpose, it will suffice
to formulate next the relevant PCL-indexability conditions that need to be checked to
ensure indexability.
Given an action a ∈ {0, 1} and an active-state set S ∈ F , denote by 〈a, S〉 the
policy that takes action a in the initial period (between decision epochs), and adopts
the S-active policy thereafter. For every controllable state i ∈ N{0,1} and set S ∈ F ,
define the discounted (i, S)-marginal workload
wS(i) , g〈1,S〉(i)− g〈0,S〉(i). (7)
Notice that wS(i) measures the marginal increment in work expended which results
from having the server work instead of rest in the initial period, given the S-active
policy is used thereafter.
We analogously define the discounted (i, S)-marginal cost
cS(i) , f 〈0,S〉(i)− f 〈1,S〉(i). (8)
Thus, cS(i)measures the marginal increment in cost incurred which results from having
the server rest instead of work in the initial period, given the S-active policy is used
thereafter.
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Define now the discounted (i, S)-marginal productivity rate by
νS(i) , c
S(i)
wS(i)
, (9)
provided the denominator does not vanish. Finally, we define index ν∗ : N{0,1} → R
by
ν∗(mi) , νS(mi−1)(mi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (10)
Let us now say that the class is PCL(F )-indexable, relative to the discounted crite-
rion, if the following conditions hold:
(i) Positive marginal workloads: wS(i) > 0, for i ∈ N{0,1}, S ∈ F .
(ii) Nondecreasing index: (5) holds.
The key result we will use to establish indexability, proven in [4,5,6] in increasingly
general settings, is the following.
Theorem 1. A PCL(F )-indexable class isF -indexable, with MPI ν∗(·).
3 PCL-indexability for a project with setup costs
Consider now a restless bandit project, as above, but with the additional feature of
incorporating a setup cost d > 0. In such setting, we define
F̂ ,
{
(S0, S1) , {0} × S0 ∪ {1} × S1 : S0 ⊆ S1, S0, S1 ∈ F
}
We can prove the following result.
Theorem 2. Under the work regularity conditions for the project without setup costs,
it holds that
w(S
0,S1)(a, i) > 0, (a, i) ∈ {0, 1} ×N{0,1}, (S0, S1) ∈ F̂ .
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 3. If the project without setup costs is PCL(F )-indexable, then the project
with setup costs is PCL(F̂ )-indexable.
As a result of Theorem 3, we can construct a well-defined MPI by applying the
adaptive-greedy algorithm introduced in [4,5].
Such results can be extended to the case of setup delays. See [7] for the complete
paper.
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